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While some people naturally have steady hands, many of us find it difficult to take clear photos, especially in low light. If you fall into the latter category, ditch the tripod and try to build chest support out of the PVC pipe. This DIY creation was originally designed for those with health problems that prevent
them from taking steady shots, but let's be honest-some of us are just nervous, and can benefit from it as well. All you need to build this chest support is a few small pieces of PVC pipe, bolt, nut, and something to function as a hinge on which your camera will sit (you can get creative with what you have
lying around; instructions to use a piece of hollow metal beam). It's a very simple way to get steady shots when it counts, as long as you remember to breathe like a sniper (especially since it sits on your chest). Hit the link to the full instructions. Are there any other tips for super-sustainable photography?
Share them in the comments! A few months ago, we set aside some tips to make the best night photos. Now the picture... Read the moreSupporting dSLR camera on the chest of Instructables Do-It-Yourselfer Kevin decided against a $50-$100 cable catcher for his desk and built one himself with a small
PVC pipe. For people with laptops on the table that turn off often, this keeps your corks from slipping and falling at the table. Kevin says: Just cut a small length PVC pipe down the side and glue some washer/spacers/regardless of the inner edge. Clip it on the edge of your desk, and spend a hundred
dollars on Cable CatcherTM by Altinex to buy a plane ticket to California and give these vendors inflated desk accessories a hard kick in the nuts. And that's about summing it up. Check out Kevin's photos in his Flickr photostream. DIY Cable Organizer (bellkevflickr's photostream) I have a question for
spudgunners and other people who know about PVC. I've heard that PVC gets bitter at low temperatures, so you don't have to expose your spudgun to a low temperature, but is it ok to leave it in the cold and then warm it up back for use later? Does it affect the strength of PVC? I have a problem storing
some PVC in a hot environment in winter. im looking for those who are willing to give away free pvc pipes for something they build. location is preferably the Palmdale area of California. When designing new things, we often use things that can be purchased in the store. They are called Acquired or
Standard components. Standard components are commonly used as they are in design. When they change, critical measurements rarely change. For example, we can change the length of a PVC pipe, but the diameter of the pipe will not change. Instructions Selected Circle from the menu Once you are
in the team circle, the plane of origin will automatically appear in the graphic window. Hover over the graphics box and you'll see different planes of origin highlight as the cursor moves. Select the XK plane. The view will rotate to look at the aircraft you have chosen. On the left, press Origin to place the
center of the cylinder and pull out a circle with a diameter of 21.45 mm. Repeat the previous step to create an inner circle of 15.5 mm. This will be the inner part of the pipe. Click The Stop Sketch button to the right of the toolbar to complete the sketch. Continue the next step. By drawing two circles in one
sketch, we can create a PVC pipe with one extrude team. Instructions Choose Extrude from the Create menu or click E on the keyboard. Hover over the sketch and you'll see there are two different profiles available. Choose an external shape. Drag the blue arrow over the shape and extend the shape to
20mm in height. Click OK in the Extrude dialog field to complete the form. Continue the next lesson. The difference between black and white PVC pipes lies in the chemical composition of plastic used in their production. They are both mainly used for water drainage purposes. The white pipe consists of
poly vinyl chloride, hence the designation of PVC. The black pipe consists of azilonitril butadien-styrol. This is commonly referred to as ABS pipes. While both serve the same function in homes, the most distinctive practical differences between them are how the multiple sections are combined together.
The white pipe of PVC requires a two-step glue consisting of cement solvent and primer. The black abs pipe can be connected simply by using the appropriate glue. A thick piece of rubber and a few hose clamps makes for down and a messy temporary repair that you can apply without having to go to the
store for supplies. If the leak is isolated to one area and does not split the length of the joint or piece of pipe, then you can usually get a piece of rubber around it. Open the hose clamps all the way so you can separate them and get them around the pipe. Wrap the rubber around the leaking part, then
tighten the hose clamp at both ends of the rubber, squeezing the rubber piece around the leak. This will usually stop or at least significantly slow down the leak and buy you some time for permanent repairs.  This repair works best on smooth sections of the pipe, where the rubber can completely come into
contact with the surface of the pipe. It does not work well on the contours or around the edges where fittings meet pipes.  Pipe. 
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